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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Capital Structure 

 

Capital Structure is referred to as the ratio of different kinds of securities raised by a firm 

as long-term finance. The capital structure involves two decisions- 

a. Type of securities to be issued are equity shares, preference shares and long term 

borrowings (Debentures).These are discussed below 

i. Equity Capital: This refers to money put up and owned by the 

shareholders (owners). Typically, equity capital consists of two types: 1.) 

contributed capital, which is the money that was originally invested in the 

business in exchange for shares of stock or ownership and 2.) retained 

earnings, which represents profits from past years that have been kept by 

the company and used to strengthen the balance sheet or fund growth, 

acquisitions, or expansion.  

Many consider equity capital to be the most expensive type of capital a 

company can utilize because its "cost" is the return the firm must earn to 

attract investment. A speculative mining company that is looking for silver 

in a remote region of Africa may require a much higher return on equity to 

get investors to purchase the stock than a firm such as Procter & Gamble, 

which sells everything from toothpaste and shampoo to detergent and 

beauty products.  

ii. Debt Capital: The debt capital in a company's capital structure refers to 

borrowed money that is at work in the business. The safest type is 

generally considered long-term bonds because the company has years, if 

not decades, to come up with the principal, while paying interest only in 

the meantime.  

http://beginnersinvest.about.com/cs/investinglessons/l/blles3intro.htm
http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/financialratio/a/aa040505.htm
http://beginnersinvest.about.com/cs/bonds1/a/040401a.htm
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Other types of debt capital can include short-term commercial paper 

utilized by giants such as Wal-Mart and General Electric that amount to 

billions of dollars in 24-hour loans from the capital markets to meet day-

to-day working capital requirements such as payroll and utility bills. The 

cost of debt capital in the capital structure depends on the health of the 

company's balance sheet - a triple AAA rated firm is going to be able to 

borrow at extremely low rates versus a speculative company with tons of 

debt, which may have to pay 15% or more in exchange for debt capital.  

iii. Other Forms of Capital: There are actually other forms of capital, such 

as vendor financing where a company can sell goods before they have to 

pay the bill to the vendor that can drastically increase return on equity but 

don't cost the company anything. This was one of the secrets to Sam 

Walton's success at Wal-Mart. He was often able to sell Tide detergent 

before having to pay the bill to Procter & Gamble, in effect, using PG's 

money to grow his retailer. In the case of an insurance company, the 

policyholder "float" represents money that doesn't belong to the firm but 

that it gets to use and earn an investment on until it has to pay it out for 

accidents or medical bills, in the case of an auto insurer. The cost of other 

forms of capital in the capital structure varies greatly on a case-by-case 

basis and often comes down to the talent and discipline of managers.  

b. Relative ratio of securities can be determined by process of capital gearing. On 

this basis, the companies are divided into two- 

i. Highly geared companies - Those companies whose proportion of equity 

capitalization is small. 

ii. Low geared companies - Those companies whose equity capital 

dominates total capitalization. 

 

 

http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/taxes1/a/payroll_tax.htm
http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/gaap/a/aa091905_2.htm
http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/samwalton/p/aasamwalton.htm
http://beginnersinvest.about.com/od/samwalton/p/aasamwalton.htm
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1.2 Need of Capital Structure 

 

Financing and investment are two major decision areas in a firm. In the financing 

decision the manager is concerned with determining the best financing mix or capital 

structure for his firm. Capital structure could have two effects. First, firms of the same 

risk class could possibly have higher cost of capital with higher leverage. Second, capital 

structure may affect the valuation of the firm, with more leveraged firms, being riskier, 

being valued lower than less leveraged firms. If we consider that the manager of a firm 

has the shareholders' wealth maximization as his objective, then capital structure is an 

important decision, for it could lead to an optimal financing mix which maximizes the 

market price per share of the firm.  

 

Capital structure has been a major issue in financial economics ever since Modigliani and 

Miller (henceforth referred to as MM) showed in 1958 that given frictionless markets, 

homogeneous expectations, etc., the capital structure decision of the firm is irrelevant. 

This conclusion depends entirely on the assumptions made. By relaxing the assumptions 

and analyzing their effects, theory seeks to determine whether an optimal capital structure 

exists or not, and if so what could possibly be its determinants. If capital structure is not 

irrelevant, then there is also another thing to consider: the interaction between financing 

and investment. But in order to try to distinguish the effects of various determinants on 

capital structure, it is assumed in this paper that the investment decision is held constant. 

Having regard to the difference in the risk return characteristics of different sources of 

capital, capital structure decision is important due to following reasons:- 

 Capital structure affects the financial risk assumed by the firm 

 Capital structure affects the firm’s cost of capital 

 Capital structure affects the value of the firm by affecting either its expected 

earnings or the cost of capital or both. 

 Capital structure decision of a firm represents the attitude of its management 

towards risk and return. 
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1.3 Theory of Capital Structure 

 

 Determination of an optimal capital structure has frustrated theoreticians for 

decades.  The early work made numerous assumptions in order to simplify the problem 

and assumed that both the cost of debt and the cost of equity were independent of capital 

structure and that the relevant figure for consideration was the net income of the firm.  

Under these assumptions, the average cost of capital decreased with the use of leverage 

and the value of the firm (the value of the debt and equity combined) increased while the 

value of the equity remained constant. 

 

 

 

Modigliani and Miller showed that this could not be the case.  Their contention was that 

two identical firms, differing only in their capital structure, must have identical total 

values.  If they did not, individuals would engage in arbitrage and create the market 

forces that would drive the two values to be equal. 

 

Their proof of this proposition was based upon several assumptions (many of which have 

subsequently been relaxed without changing the results): 

 

 All investors have complete knowledge of what future returns will be 

 All firms within an industry have the same risk regardless of capital structure 
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 No taxes (we will relax this assumption subsequently) 

 No transactions costs 

 Individuals can borrow as easily and at the same rate of interest as the 

corporation 

 All earnings are paid out as dividends (thus, earnings are constant and there is 

no growth) 

 The average cost of capital is constant 

 

 

Since no taxes have been assumed, the operating income (EBIT) is equivalent to 

the net income which is all paid out as dividends.  Thus, the value of the firm is equal to  

 

 V
EBIT

ka

  

 

Since the value of the firm is equal to the sum of the value of the debt and equity, 

 

V D E

then
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Substituting the last equation into the preceding equation and solving for Ks 

 

 k k k k
D

E
s a a d  ( )  

 

 

Thus, ks must go up as debt is added to the capital structure. 
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 The lesson that is intended by this is that value cannot be created by simply 

substituting one form of financing for another. 

 

 Subsequent to this analysis, it was pointed out that corporate taxes have an impact 

on the valuation.  Without going through the mathematics (which is in your textbook), 

suffice it to say that the result was that the value of the firm increased with increased 

leverage.  Specifically, 

 V V t DL U  *  

 

The fact that the government is a “partner” in the business results in a subsidy when debt 

financing is used and a deductible expense (unlike equity payments).  When corporate 

taxes were taken into account, the average cost of capital was found to decrease with 

increased leverage: 
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This implies that a firm should use as much debt as possible.  Yet, we do not see 

companies using 100% debt.  It might be pointed out that during the late 1980s there was 

a considerable amount of substitution of debt for equity among firms, particularly in the 

case of leveraged buyouts.  However, many of those firms subsequently failed (for 

example, Unocal) and the typical debt/equity ratio today is similar to earlier levels. 

 

 So why do we not see more debt employed by companies?  The answer to this 

question has been sought by many and two primary proposals have been put forth.  First, 

bankruptcy costs were invoked as a factor.  That is, the more debt a firm uses, the higher 

the probability that the firm would default and go into bankruptcy.  Therefore, the present 

value of bankruptcy costs had to be deducted from the value of the firm.  A second factor 

was that of “agency” costs, such as the necessity of reporting regularly to lenders (audited 

financial statements, bank “monitoring” fees, trustees for debt payments, etc.) that 

accompany the use of debt.  Both of these costs increase in present value of expected 

costs terms as the proportion of debt increases.  Another way of viewing these costs is 

that the risk of receiving full interest and principal payments increases and thus the 

required rate of return of lenders increases.  (For example, “junk” bonds often yield 

higher rates of interest than the required rate of return on equity for companies with very 
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little debt.)  Consequently, the cost of debt increases and the average cost of capital will 

ultimately increase. 

 

 

 

 

 

 As can be observed from the graph, a minimum average cost of capital exists, but 

exactly where it should be has yet to be determined within a theoretical framework. 

 

 So what are the insights that we can gain from this theoretical view of capital 

structure?  First, we should note that, while debt financing is “cheap” in the sense that 

required rates of return on equity will always be higher than the interest rate on debt, 

there is a “hidden” cost in that the cost of equity rises as we utilize more debt financing.  

This is one reason that using the average cost of capital in valuing a project or company 

is more appropriate, even if we intend to borrow all of the money to finance it.  While we 

may use cheap debt to finance a project, the increased risk to shareholders from 

increasing our financial leverage results in an increase in the cost of equity.  The average 

cost of capital reflects both the cost of debt as well as the cost of equity and thus will 

reflect the increased cost of equity associated with the use of more debt financing. 
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 The second important concept is that tax-deductible debt financing results in a tax 

subsidy by the government.  This subsidy adds value to the firm.  For example, what is 

the “advantage” of being a home owner with a mortgage rather than leasing a home?  It is 

the taxes that you will save.  The reason that Congress eliminated the deductibility of 

credit card interest is that it did not want to encourage, through a tax subsidy, the 

financing of purchases purely for consumption.  On the other hand, the purchase of a 

home (which is still tax-deductible) is an “investment”, not to mention the political 

consequences of voting to end the subsidy of the American Dream of home ownership. 
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2 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
 

Anthony (2012) examines the impact of capital structure on financial performance of 

Nigerian firms using a sample of thirty non-financial firms listed on the Nigerian Stock 

Exchange during the seven year period, 2004 – 2010. Panel data for the selected firms 

were generated and analyzed using ordinary least squares (OLS) as a method of 

estimation. The result shows that a firm’s capital structure surrogated by Debt Ratio has a 

significantly negative impact on the firm’s financial measures (Return on Asset, ROA, 

and Return on Equity, ROE). The study of these findings, indicate consistency with prior 

empirical studies and provide evidence in support of Agency cost theory. 

 

Esmaeelzadeh, Ahmadifard & Boustani(2012) investigates the relationship between 

the selected independent variables (size of company, debt ratio, level of disclosure, and 

type of industry) and dependent variable (cost of capital). For this purpose, the 

quantitative required information and data have been extracted from the financial 

statements of companies listed in Tehran Stock Exchange, and the statistical population 

of about 90 eligible companies has been chosen using a classification sampling method. 

For data analysis, first the cost of capital was calculated through five models introduced 

in the research and then the significance test was done for determining the differences in 

results of models. Then the calculations were performed using the excel software, and the 

statistical softwares sas.spss-10 were used for the statistical analysis. The results of 

research indicate that the accounting evaluation model is considered as the most 

appropriate model for calculating the capital cost, and type of industry and the size of 

company are selected as the factors affecting the cost of capital. 

 

Antoniou, Guney & Paudyal (2008) investigates how firms operating in capital market-

oriented economies (the U.K. and the U.S.) and bank-oriented economies (France, 

Germany, and Japan) determine their capital structure. Using panel data and a two-step 

system-GMM procedure, the paper finds that the leverage ratio is positively affected by 

the tangibility of assets and the size of the firm, but declines with an increase in firm 

profitability, growth opportunities, and share price performance in both types of 
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economies. The leverage ratio is also affected by the market conditions in which the firm 

operates. The degree and effectiveness of these determinants are dependent on the 

country's legal and financial traditions. The results also confirm that firms have target 

leverage ratios with French firms being the fastest in adjusting their capital structure 

toward their target level and Japanese firms the slowest. Overall, the capital structure of a 

firm is heavily influenced by the economic environment and its institutions, corporate 

governance practices, tax systems, the borrower-lender relation, exposure to capital 

markets, and the level of investor protection in the country in which the firm operates. 

 

Jong, Kabir & Nguyen (2008) analyzed the importance of firm-specific and country-

specific factors in the leverage choice of firms from 42 countries around the world. The 

analysis yielded two new results. First, it found out that firm-specific determinants of 

leverage differ across countries, while prior studies implicitly assumed equal impact of 

those determinants. Second, although it concurred with the conventional direct impact of 

country- specific factors on the capital structure of firms, it showed that there is an 

indirect impact because country-specific factors also influence the roles of firm-specific 

determinants of leverage. 

 

Lambert , Leuz , Verrecchia (2007) examines whether and how accounting information 

about a firm manifests in its cost of capital, despite the forces of diversification. They 

build a model that is consistent with the Capital Asset Pricing Model and explicitly 

allows for multiple securities whose cash flows are correlated. They demonstrate that the 

quality of accounting information can influence the cost of capital, both directly and 

indirectly. The direct effect occurs because higher quality disclosures affect the firm's 

assessed covariance with other firms' cash flows, which is no diversifiable. The indirect 

effect occurs because higher quality disclosures affect a firm's real decisions, which 

likely changes the firm's ratio of the expected future cash flows to the covariance of these 

cash flows with the sum of all the cash flows in the market. They show that this effect 

can go in either direction, but also derive conditions under which an increase in 

information quality leads to an unambiguous decline in the cost of capital. 
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Buferna, Bangassa & Hodginkson (2006) provided further evidence of the capital 

structure theories pertaining to a developing country and examined the impact of the lack 

of a secondary capital market by analyzing capital structure question with reference to the 

Libyan business environment. The results showed that both the static trade-off theory and 

the agency cost theory are pertinent theories to the Libyan companies’ capital structure 

whereas there was little evidence to support the asymmetric information theory 

 

Tong & Green (2005) studied the pecking order and trade-off hypotheses of corporate 

financing decisions using a cross-section of the largest Chinese listed companies. The 

study is built on Allen (1993), Baskin (1989) and Adedeji (1998) to set up three models 

in which trade-off and pecking order theories give distinctively different predictions: (1) 

the determinants of leverage; (2) the relationship between leverage and dividends; and (3) 

the determinants of corporate investment. In model 1, a significant negative correlation is 

found between leverage and profitability; in model 2 a significant positive correlation 

between current leverage and past dividends is found. These results broadly support the 

pecking order hypothesis over trade-off theory. However, model 3 is inconclusive. 

Overall, the results provide tentative support for the pecking order hypothesis and 

demonstrate that a conventional model of corporate capital structure can explain the 

financing behaviour of Chinese companies. 

 

Deesomsak (2004) contributes to the capital structure literature by investigating the 

determinants of capital structure of firms operating in the Asia Pacific region, in four 

countries with different legal, financial and institutional environments, namely Thailand, 

Malaysia, Singapore and Australia. The results suggest that the capital structure decision 

of firms is influenced by the environment in which they operate, as well as firm-specific 

factors identified in the extant literature. The financial crisis of 1997 is also found to have 

had a significant but diverse impact on firm’s capital structure decision across the region. 

 

Chen (2004) develops a preliminary study to explore the determinants of capital structure 

of Chinese-listed companies using firm-level panel data. The findings reflect the 

transitional nature of the Chinese corporate environment. They suggest that some of the 
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insights from modern finance theory of capital structure are portable to China in that 

certain firm-specific factors that are relevant for explaining capital structure in developed 

economies are also relevant in China. However, neither the trade-off model nor the 

Pecking order hypothesis derived from the Western settings provides convincing 

explanations for the capital choices of the Chinese firms. The capital choice decision of 

Chinese firms seems to follow a “new Pecking order”—retained profit, equity, and long-

term debt. This is because the fundamental institutional assumptions underpinning the 

Western models are not valid in China. These significant institutional differences and 

financial constraints in the banking sector in China are the factors influencing firms' 

leverage decision and they are at least as important as the firm-specific factors. The study 

has laid some groundwork upon which a more detailed evaluation of Chinese firms' 

capital structure could be based. 

 

Bhaduri (2002) studied the capital structure choice of Less Developed Countries (LDCs) 

through a case study of the Indian Corporate sector. The objective is to develop a model 

that accounts for the possibility of restructuring costs in attaining an optimal capital 

structure and addresses the measurement problem that arises due to the unobservable 

nature of the attributes influencing the optimal capital structure. The evidence presented 

here suggests that the optimal capital structure choice can be influenced by factors such 

as growth, cash cow, size, and product and industry characteristics. The results also 

con®rm the existence of restructuring costs in attaining an optimal capital structure. 

 

Miguel & Pindado (2001) analyzes the firm characteristics which are determinants of 

capital structure according to different explanatory theories, and how institutional 

characteristics affect capital structure. They have developed a target adjustment model, 

which has then been confirmed by our empirical evidence. It highlights the fact that the 

transaction costs borne by Spanish firms are inferior to those borne by US firms. Their 

results are consistent with tax and financial distress theories and with the interdependence 

between investment and financing decisions; they also provide additional evidence on the 

pecking order and free cash flow theories. Finally, the evidence obtained confirms the 

impact of some institutional characteristics on capital structure. 
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Pandey (2001) founded the capital structure of Malaysian companies utilizing data from 

1984 to 1999. It classifies data into four sub-periods that correspond to different stages of 

Malaysian capital market. Debt is decomposed into three categories: short-term, long-

term and total debt. Both book value and market value debt ratios are calculated. The 

results of pooled OLS regressions show that profitability, size, growth, risk and 

tangibility variables have significant influence on all types of debt. These results are 

normally consistent with the results of fixed effect estimation with the exception that risk 

variable loses its significance. Unlike the evidence from the developed markets, 

investment opportunity (market-to-book value ratio) has no significant impact on debt 

policy in the emerging market of Malaysia. The results are generally robust to time 

periods, but the significance of some variables changes over time. Profitability has a 

persistent and consistent negative relationship with all types of debt ratios in all periods 

and under all estimation methods. This confirms the capital structure prediction of the 

pecking order theory in an emerging capital market. 

 

.Fama & French (1999) estimates the internal rates of return earned by nonfinancial 

firms on (i) the initial market values of their securities and (ii) the cost of their 

investments. The return on value is an estimate of the overall corporate cost of capital. 

The estimate of the real cost of capital for 1950–96 is 5.95 percent. The real return on 

cost is larger, 7.38 percent; so on average corporate investment seems to be profitable. A 

by-product of calculating these returns is information about the history of corporate 

earnings, investment, and financing decisions that is perhaps more interesting than the 

returns 

 

Majumdar & Chhibber (1999) examined the relationship between the levels of debt in 

the capital structure and performance for a sample of Indian firms. Existing theory posits 

a positive relationship; however, analysis of the data reveals the relationship for Indian 

firms to be significantly negative. The structure of capital markets in India, where both 

short-term and long-term lending institutions are government-owned, is hypothesized to 

account for the finding of this relationship, and it asserted that corporate governance 
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mechanisms which work in the West will not work in the Indian context unless the 

supply of loan capital is privatized. 

 

Harris & Raviv (1991) surveys capital structure theories based on agency costs, 

asymmetric information, product/input market interactions, and corporate control 

considerations(but excluding tax-based theories).For each type of model, a brief overview 

of the papers surveyed and their relation to each other is provided. The central papers are 

described in some detail, and their results are summarized and followed by a discussion 

of related extensions. Each section concludes with a summary of the main implications of 

the models surveyed in the section. Finally, these results are collected and compared to 

the available evidence. Suggestions for future research are provided. 

 

There is no consistency in the combination of variables used by different researchers for 

explaining the determinants of capital structure. It is important to make an attempt to 

analyze important factors which could govern the determinants of capital structure. Also 

when studying the relationship between capital structure and cost of capital, the empirical 

studies attempted by various researchers have not given uniform conclusions. 
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3 RESEARCH DESIGN 

3.1 Need for the Study 

There is no consistency in the combination of variables used by different 

researchers for explaining the determinants of capital structure. It is important to 

make an attempt to analyze important factors which could govern the 

determinants of capital structure. Also when studying the relationship between 

capital structure and cost of capital, the empirical studies attempted by various 

researchers have not given uniform conclusions. However, these studies have 

thrown some light on the subject and built a good theoretical base. The present 

study is an attempt to examine the important factors that determine capital 

structure decisions in various sectors and whether these factors are different 

across different sectors or not. 

3.2 Research objectives 

1. To determine whether or not factors affecting capital structure decision 

significantly vary amongst the sample companies of different sector. 

2. To identify most significant factors considered by sample companies for design of 

capital structure. 

3.3 Hypotheses testing 

Since the objective of the study is to examine the cause effect relationship among 

determinants, hypotheses can be formulated in following manner. 

 

H10: Factors affecting Debt-Equity Ratio do not vary among various sectors. 

H11: Factors affecting Debt-Equity Ratio do vary among various sectors. 

 

H20: Factors affecting Debt-Long term Funds do not vary among various sectors. 

H21: Factors affecting Debt-Long term Funds vary among various sectors. 
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H30: Factors affecting Degree of Financial Leverage do not vary among various 

sectors. 

H31: Factors affecting Degree of Financial Leverage vary among various sectors. 

3.4 Research Methodology 

3.4.1 Data set and sample 

 The research is based on secondary data only. In this research it is two stage                         

processes. In the first stage five industries are considered ie IT, Cement, 

Automobile, Pharmacy, Oil, Power and energy and in the second stage companies 

from each industry would be selected from the firms listed in Nifty 50.So in total 

35 companies have been used from 5 sectors. The data is collected from National 

stock Exchange directory, CMIE prowess. 

3.4.2 Tools of Analysis 

In this study statistical and econometric techniques would be used for analyzing 

the impact of explanatory variables on dependent variables. 

3.4.2.1 Correlation 

The preliminary analysis of the degree of linear association between variables has been 

done with the help of Karl Pearson’s Correlation method. The significance of the 

correlation coefficient has been tested with the help of students t-test distribution at one, 

five and ten percent level of significance. 

 

3.4.2.2 Backward Linear regression analysis 

This model has been selected to identify the most significant variables out of various 

selected explanatory variables. 

In the backward linear regression analysis, firstly all the selected explanatory variables 

have been regressed together. In the subsequent steps the explanatory variables were 

eliminated from the regression equation in order of their insignificance, i.e most 

insignificant variable has been eliminated from the regression equation first and so on. In 

the final equation only those explanatory variables were left which have a significant 
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influence on the dependent variable. Following is the general form of backward stepwise 

regression equation: 

Step 1     Y= bo + b1X1 + b2X2 +b3X3 +………bnXn 

Step 2      …………………………………………….. 

Step 3       ……………………………………………. 

Last step   Y = bo + b1Xs1 + b2Xs2 + b3Xs3 and so on 

Where, 

Y = Dependent variable 

b0=Regression constant 

b1=(where 1 varies from 1,2,3….n) are the regression coefficients of explanatory 

variables, X1, X2, X3…. Xsn are significant variables turned out in the last equation. 

The regression results have been interpreted with the help of t-test, R square and f-test. 

3.5 Computation of Variables 

I. Leverage Ratio 

The relative amount of a company’s capital that was obtained from various 

sources is a matter of great importance in analyzing the soundness of the 

company’s financial position. Among the other variable in capital structure 

attention is often focused on the sources of permanent capital, that is long term 

liabilities and shareholders’ liability. Following are the formulae of leverage 

ratios 

LR1 = TD/Equity 

 Where 

           LR1 = Debt-Equity Ratio 

           TD=Total Long term debt 
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            Equity=Equity share capital+ Reserves and surplus 

LR2=TD/Capital Employed 

 

Where 

LR2=Debt to total long term funds 

TD=Total Long term debt 

Capital Employed=Total long term debt+ preference share capital+ Equity share 

capital + Reserves & Surplus. 

II. Size 

SA=Log (A) 

              Where 

SA=Size measured in terms of fixed assets 

A=Arithmetic mean of fixed assets for five years. 

III. Profitability 

PROF = EBIT/TA 

          Where 

PROF = Profitability 

EBIT = Earnings before interest and tax 

TA = Total Assets. 

IV. Growth 

A company’s long term financing policy is likely to be influenced by its growth 

rate. For example a rapidly growing company will typically need to access the 

financial markets more frequently than slow growing companies in order to 

finance its expansion plans .Therefore growth can be one of the significant 

determinant of capital structure. Two measures of growth have been used in the 

present study 

GA= Growth measured in terms of assets 

GS= Growth measured in terms of sales 
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V. Dividend Payout Ratio 

Appropriation of profits between dividends and retained earnings is bound to 

affect capital structure because greater the retained earnings lesser would be 

dependence on external resources of funds and vice-versa. The dividend payout 

ratio can be measured as follows. 

DPR= DPS/EPS 

Where 

DPR = Dividend Payout Ratio 

DPS = Dividend per Share 

EPS = Earnings per Share 

VI. Interest Coverage 

Coverage ratio is designed to relate the financial charges of a firm to its ability to 

service it. Higher the coverage ratio greater is the capacity to service debt. ,which 

consequently results into larger deployment of debt in the capital structure. 

IC = EBIT/I 

Where 

IC = Interest coverage 

EBIT = Earnings before interest and tax 

I = interest 

VII. Cash flow coverage 

The analysis of the ability of the firm to meet its fixed payment obligations from 

its cash flow is perhaps a good way to view the firm’s solvency as far as debt 

service is concerned. Cash flow coverage has been measured as follows 

CFC = CFO/I 

Where 

CFO = Cash flow from operating activities 

I = Interest 
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VIII. Tax Shield 

The tax Shield model suggests that the major benefit of using debt financing is 

corporate tax deduction. The tax shield resulting from the deployment of debt has 

been measured as follows 

TS = Log I (tr) 

 

Where 

I = Interest 

tr=Rate of tax 
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4 THREE DETERMINANTS OF CAPITAL STRUCTURE 
(REGRESSION ANALYSIS) 

4.1 Determinants of Debt-equity Ratio 

4.1.1 Automobile Sector 

 

4.1.1.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that  growth in terms of assets(.175) ,size in 

terms of assets(.229) , PE ratio(.092), Tax shield(.233) and dividend payout ratio(.312) 

has positive correlation with the dependent variable LR1. Variables like growth in terms 

of sales (-.275), Interest coverage (-.396), Profitability (-.460) and Cash flow coverage(-

.456) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between 

profitability, Profitability and Cash flow coverage. 
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4.1.1.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

68.8% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 63.6% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are Interest 

coverage, Dividend payout ratio, Profitability, Cash flow coverage, PE ratio that are 

significant up to 5% level. 

LR1= (-5.736E-18)+ .906 (IC) + .821 (DPR) -.504 (PROF) -1.205 (CFC)  -.478 (PE) 
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4.1.2 Construction Sector 

4.1.2.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of assets (.166), growth in 

terms of sale (.147), PE ratio (.255) has positive correlation with the dependent variable 

LR1. Variables like Interest coverage (-.574), Profitability (-.491) and Cash flow 

coverage (-.516), Dividend payout ratio (-.219), Tax shield (-.023), Sales in terms of asset 

(-.453) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between Interest 

coverage, Profitability, Cash flow coverage and sales in terms of assets. 
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4.1.2.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

52.4% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 45.5% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Dividend payout ratio, Profitability and Size in terms of 

assets are significant upto 5% level. 

LR1= 1.126E-15 -.254 (DPR) -.414 (PROF) -.434 (SA) 

 

4.1.3 IT Sector 

4.1.3.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of assets (.127), size in 

terms of assets (.152), PE ratio (.150) and Tax shield (.98) has positive correlation with 

the dependent variable LR1. Variables like Interest coverage (-.304), Dividend payout 

ratio (-.211), Profitability (-.383), Cash flow coverage (-.275) and Growth in terms of 

sales (-0.023) are having negative correlation. No variable is found to be significant here. 
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4.1.3.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

67.4% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 59.2% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are 

Profitability, Growth in terms of asset, Size in terms of assets significant upto 5%. 

LR1=-6.975E-16 -1.036 (PROF) +.558 (GA) +.818 (SA) 
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4.1.4 Oil, Power and Energy 

4.1.4.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
 

The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of sale (.086), PE ratio 

(.118), Tax shield (.280), Dividend payout ratio (.046) has positive correlation with the 

dependent variable LR1. Variables like Interest coverage (-.316), Profitability (-.512) and 

Cash flow coverage (-.154), Growth in terms of assets (-1.0) are having negative 

correlation. Significant correlation is found between Interest coverage, Profitability, Tax 

shield, sales in terms of assets. 
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4.1.4.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2, explained 

46.7% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 43.6% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Growth in terms of sales, Profitability, tax shield are 

significant upto 5% level and Growth in terms of assets upto 10% level. 

LR1=-3.779E-16 + .235 (TS) -0.716 (PROF) +0.343 (GS) +0.253 (GA) 
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4.1.5 Pharma 

4.1.5.1 Correlation Matrix and results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of sales (.138), growth in 

terms of assets(.077) and size in terms of assets(.229) has positive correlation with the 

dependent variable LR1. Variables like Interest coverage(-.467), Dividend payout ratio(-

.282) ,Tax shield(-.067) ,Profitability(-.754) and Cash flow coverage(-.289) are having 

negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between profitability, PE ratio and 

Interest coverage. 
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4.1.5.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

84.9% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 82.3%. The t test 

shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are Interest coverage, Dividend 

payout ratio, Tax shield, Profitability, Growth in terms of sale significant upto 5% level. 

LR1=(-4.730E-16) -.319 (IC) +.328 (DPR) -.234 (TS) -.944 (PROF) -.393 (GS) -.201 

(GA)  
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4.1.6 Main Findings 

 

Correlation 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& Energy Pharma 

IC * (**)  (*) (*) 

DPR      

TS    *  

PROF (*) (**) (*) (**) (**) 

CFC (*) (**)    

GS      

GA      

SA * (**)  **  

PE     (**) 
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Regression 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& 

Energy 

Pharma 

IC *    (*) 

DPR ** (*)   * 

TS    * (*) 

PROF (*) (**) (**) (**) (**) 

CFC **     

GS    ** ** 

GA   ** * (*) 

SA  (**) **   

PE (*)     

Variation explained 

by all factors 

68.8% 52.4% 67.4% 46.7% 84.9% 

Variation explained 

by significant 

variable 

63.6% 45.5% 59.2% 43.6% 82.3% 

 

 As we can see from above tables Profitability is negatively correlated to Debt-

Equity ratio amongst all the 5 sectors.  

 Also Growth in terms of assets is significantly related in IT, Oil, Power and 

Energy and Pharma sector.  

 Dividend payout ratio is significantly correlated in Automobile, Construction and 

Pharma sector. 

Hence H01 is accepted and we can say factors affecting Debt-Equity ratio do not 

vary among different sectors of India. 
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4.2 Determinants of Debt to Total Long Term Funds Ratio 

4.2.1 Automobile 

4.2.1.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that  growth in terms of assets(.145) ,size in 

terms of assets(.336) , PE ratio(.115), Tax shield(.240) and dividend payout ratio(.303) 

has positive correlation with the dependent variable LR2. Variables like growth in terms 

of sales (-.229), Interest coverage (-.429),Profitability (-.456) and Cash flow coverage(-

.494) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between 

profitability, Profitability and Cash flow coverage and Interest coverage. 
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4.2.1.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

68.1% variation in LR2 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 62.9% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are Interest 

coverage, Dividend payout ratio, Cash flow coverage, PE ratio that are significant upto 

5% level and Profitability is significant upto 10% level. 

LR2= 2.749E-16 + 0.862 (IC) + 0.792 (DPR) -.408 (PROF) – 1.26 (CFC) - .426 (PE) 
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4.2.2 Construction 

4.2.2.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of assets (.248), growth in 

terms of sale (.196), PE ratio (.322) and Tax shield (.009) has positive correlation with 

the dependent variable LR2. Variables like Interest coverage (-.692), Profitability (-.553) 

and Cash flow coverage (-.637), Dividend payout ratio (-.322), Sales in terms of asset (-

.523) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between Interest 

coverage, Profitability, Cash flow coverage, sales in terms of assets, Dividend payout 

ratio and PE ratio. 
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4.2.2.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

74.2% variation in LR2 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 69.7% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Interest Coverage, Dividend payout ratio and Size in 

terms of assets are significant upto 5% level and Profitability upto 10% level. 

LR2= (8.627E-16) -0.347 (IC) -0.297 (DPR) -0.243 (PROF) -0.436 (SA) 
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4.2.3 IT 

4.2.3.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of assets (.103), size in 

terms of assets (.147), PE ratio (.168) and Tax shield (.197) has positive correlation with 

the dependent variable LR2. Variables like Interest coverage (-.308), Dividend payout 

ratio (-.203), Profitability (-.394), Cash flow coverage (-.281) and Growth in terms of 

sales (-0.028) are having negative correlation. No variable is found to be significant here. 
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4.2.3.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

67.5% variation in LR2 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 58.9% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are 

Profitability, Growth in terms of asset, Size in terms of assets significant upto 5%. 

LR2= (-7.608E-16) -1.033 (PROF) +.532 (GA) +.808 (SA) 
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4.2.4 Oil, Power and Energy 

4.2.4.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
 

The zero order correlation matrix shows that PE ratio (.028), Tax shield (0.479), 

Dividend payout ratio (.003) and sales in terms of assets (0.291) has positive correlation 

with the dependent variable LR2. Variables like Interest coverage (-.305), Profitability (-

0.495) and Cash flow coverage (-0.153), Growth in terms of assets (-.129), growth in 

terms of sales (-0.47) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found 

between Interest coverage, Profitability, Tax shield. 
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Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

52.9% variation in LR2 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 52.1% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Cash flow coverage, Profitability, tax shield are 

significant upto 5% level and Interest coverage and Dividend payout ratio upto 10% 

level. 

LR2= (1.071E-16) -0.199 (IC) -.196 (DPR) +0.571 (TS) -0.486 (PROF) +0.348 (CFC) 
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4.2.5 Pharma 

4.2.5.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of sales (.201), growth in 

terms of assets (.165) and size in terms of assets (.170) has positive correlation with the 

dependent variable LR2. Variables like Interest coverage(-.523), Dividend payout ratio(-

.267) ,Tax shield(-.019) ,Profitability(-.643), Cash flow coverage(-.397) and PE ratio(-

0.565) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between 

profitability, PE ratio, Interest coverage, Profitability and Cash flow coverage. 
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4.2.5.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

76.3% variation in LR2 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 61.5% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation are Interest 

coverage, Profitability, Growth in terms of sale significant upto 5% level. 

LR2=-(3.671E-16) -0.339 (IC) -0.573 (PROF) +0.346 (GS) 
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4.2.6 Main Findings 

Correlation 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& Energy Pharma 

IC (*) (**)  (*) (**) 

DPR  (*)    

TS    **  

PROF (*) (*)  (**) (**) 

CFC (*) (**)   (*) 

GS      

GA      

SA  (**)  **  

PE     (**) 
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Regression 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& 

Energy 

Pharma 

IC * (*)  (*) (*) 

DPR ** (**)  (*) * 

TS    ** (*) 

PROF (*) (*) (**) (**) (**) 

CFC (**)   **  

GS     ** 

GA   **  (*) 

SA  (**) **   

PE (*)     

Variation explained 

by all factors 

68.1% 74.2% 67.5% 52.9% 76.3% 

Variation explained 

by significant 

variable 

62.9% 69.7% 58.1% 52.1% 61.5% 

 

 

 As we can see Profitability is negatively correlated to Debt-Long term funds in all 

the 5 sectors. 

 Dividend Payout Ratio is significantly related to Debt-Long Term Funds in 4 of 

the 5 sectors. 

 Interest Coverage is significantly related to Debt-Long Term Funds in 4 of the 5 

sectors. 

Hence H20 is accepted and we can say Factors affecting Debt-Long Term Funds do not 

vary amongst various Indian sectors. 
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4.3 Determinants of Degree of Financial Leverage 

4.3.1 Automobiles 

4.3.1.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that  growth in terms of assets(.144) ,size in 

terms of assets(.468) , PE ratio(.323), Tax shield(.334) and dividend payout ratio(.205) 

has positive correlation with the dependent variable LR3. Variables like growth in terms 

of sales (-.201), Interest coverage (-.196), Profitability (-.331) and Cash flow coverage(-

.171) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between Sales in 

terms of assets. 
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4.3.1.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2, explained 

44.3% variation in LR3 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 35% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Tax shield and Size in terms of assets are significant upto 

5% level. 

LR3= 1.239E-15 + 0.362TS + 0.489SA 
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4.3.2 Construction 

4.3.2.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that Dividend payout ratio (.003) and Sales in 

terms of assets (.02). Variables like Interest coverage (-.211), Profitability (-.092), Cash 

flow coverage (-.166), Dividend payout ratio (-.003), growth in terms of sales (-.190), 

Growth in terms of assets (-.290), Tax shield(-.103) are having negative correlation. None 

of the variables are found to be significant here. 
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4.3.2.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e. R2, explained 

18.4% variation in LR3 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 15.6% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that Growth in terms of assets are significant upto 5% level 

and Interest coverage upto 10% level. 

LR3= -3.087E-17 -0.273IC -0.34GA 
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4.3.3 IT 

4.3.3.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that the size in terms of assets (.237), PE ratio 

(.146) and Tax shield (.056) has positive correlation with the dependent variable LR3. 

Variables like Interest coverage (-.058), Dividend payout ratio (-.112), Profitability (-

.094), Cash flow coverage (-.068), Growth in terms of sales (-0.063) and Growth in terms 

of assets (-.224) are having negative correlation. No variable is found to be significant 

here. 
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4.3.3.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

16.9% variation in LR1 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 0% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that there is no significant variable in this case. 

 

4.3.4 Oil, Power and Energy 

4.3.4.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 
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The zero order correlation matrix shows that PE ratio (.275), Dividend payout ratio 

(.054), Interest coverage (.025), Profitability (.031), Cash flow coverage (.037), Growth 

in terms of assets(.056), Growth in terms of sales(.062) has positive correlation with the 

dependent variable LR3. Variables like Tax shield (-.252) and Sales in terms of assets (-

.016) are having negative correlation. Significant correlation is found between PE ratio. 

4.3.4.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

16.1% variation in LR3 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 12.8% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that PE ratio is significant upto 5% level and Tax Shield upto 

10% level. 

LR3= -4.770E-16 -.230TS + 0.254PE 

 

4.3.5 Pharma 

4.3.5.1 Correlation Matrix and Results 

 
The zero order correlation matrix shows that growth in terms of assets (.019) and Cash 

flow coverage (.181) has positive correlation with the dependent variable LR3. Variables 

like Interest coverage(-.276), Dividend payout ratio(-.216) ,Tax shield(-.023) 
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,Profitability(-.242), Growth in terms of sales(-0.234), sales in terms of assets(-0.108)  

and PE ratio(-0.360) are having negative correlation. No variable is found significant in 

this case. 

4.3.5.2 Regression Analysis and Results 
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The regression analysis shows that the coefficient of determination i.e R2 , explained 

29.3% variation in LR3 when all the variables are taken together. After removing all 

insignificant variables coefficient of determination comes out to be 13% over the total 

variation. The t test shows that the Significant variables found in the equation is PE ratio 

and that to be significant at 10% level. 

LR3= 3.723E-17 -.360PE 
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4.3.6 Main Findings 

 
 

Correlation 
 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& Energy Pharma 

IC      

DPR      

TS      

PROF      

CFC      

GS      

GA      

SA *     

PE    * (*) 
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Regression 

 Automobile Construction IT Oil, Power& 

Energy 

Pharma 

IC  (*)    

DPR      

TS *   (*)  

PROF      

CFC      

GS      

GA  (*)    

SA *     

PE    * (*) 

Variation explained 

by all factors 

44.3% 18.4% 16.9% 16.1% 19.3% 

Variation explained 

by significant 

variable 

35% 15.6% 0% 12.8% 13% 

 
 
 

As we can see from above tables Degree of Financial Leverage is not significantly related 

to any variables. Hence H30 is rejected and we can say Factors affecting Degree of 

Financial Leverage vary amongst various sectors of India. 
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5 SUMMARY  
 

Capital Structure is referred to as the ratio of different kinds of securities raised by a firm 

as long-term finance. Financing and investment are two major decision areas in a firm. In 

the financing decision the manager is concerned with determining the best financing mix 

or capital structure for his firm.  

The study has two objectives 1) To determine whether or not factors affecting capital 

structure decision significantly vary amongst the sample companies of different 

sector.2)To identify most significant factors considered by sample companies for design 

of capital structure. 

There are 3 dependent variables used to measure Capital Structure i.e Debt-Equity ratio, 

Debt-Long Term Funds and Degree of Financial Leverage. 9 Independent variables are 

used in this study. Those are Size, Growth in terms of assets, and Growth in terms of 

sales, Interest Coverage, PE ratio, Profitability, Cash Flow Coverage, Dividend Payout 

Ratio and Tax Shield. 

The research is based on secondary data only. In this research it is two stage                         

processes. In the first stage five industries are considered ie IT, Cement, Automobile, 

Pharmacy, Oil, Power and energy and in the second stage companies from each industry 

would be selected from the firms listed in Nifty 50.So in total 35 companies have been 

used from 5 sectors. The data is collected from National stock Exchange directory, CMIE 

prowess. 

Three different statistical tools and models have been used in the study. These are 

descriptive statistics, Pearson correlation and Multiple Linear Backward Regression. 
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6 CONCLUSION 
 

We conclude that 

 Factors affecting Debt-Equity Ratio do not vary among various sectors. 

 Factors affecting Debt-Total Long Term Funds do not vary among various 

sectors. 

 Factors affecting Degree of Financial Leverage vary among various sectors. 

 Important determinants of Capital structure are Profitability, Dividend Payout 

Ratio, Growth in terms of Assets and Interest Coverage. 
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